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Abstract
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing is a recent hot topic in the areas of networking
and distributed systems. Work on P2P computing was triggered by a number of
ad-hoc systems that made the concept popular. Later, academic research efforts
started to investigate P2P computing issues based on scientific principles. Some of
that research produced a number of structured P2P systems that were collectively
referred to by the term “Distributed Hash Tables” (DHTs). However, the research
occurred in a diversified way leading to the appearance of similar concepts yet
lacking a common perspective. In this thesis we present a number of papers
representing our reseach results in in the area of DHT systems as the state-of-the-
art P2P systems. The contribution of this thesis is threefold. (i) We present the
principle of distributed k-ary search (DKS) and argue that it serves as a framework
for most of the recent P2P systems known as DHTs. That is, given the DKS
framework, understanding existing DHT systems is done simply by seeing how
they are instances of that framework. (ii) We argue that by perceiving systems
as instances of the DKS framework, one can optimize some of them. We illustrate
that by applying the framework to the Chord system, one of the most established
DHT systems. (iii) We show how the DKS framework helps in the design of P2P
algorithms by two examples: (a) A broadcast algorithm that takes advantage of
the distributed k-ary search tree (b) The DKS(n; k; f) system which is a system
designed from the beginning on the principles of distributed k-ary search.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis presents a framework for the state-of-the-art Peer-To-Peer (P2P) sys-
tems that are referred to by the terms structured P2P systems or distributed hash
tables (DHTs). The framework is built on the simple idea of k-ary search but ac-
counting for performing the search in a distributed fashion. The framework was,
so far, useful in some aspects that are shown in the included papers and which are
as follows:
• Understanding of structured P2P systems: The distributed k-ary
search framework simplifies reasoning about a class of DHT systems by show-
ing how all of them share a common principle. This aspect is shown in papers
A and C.
• Optimization of structured P2P systems: By using the distributed k-
ary search framework in reasoning about one of the existing DHT systems,
we were able to optimize its properties. This aspect is shown in paper A.
• Design of structured P2P systems: We used the distributed k-ary search
as a guide for design in the area of structured P2P systems. In one case, we
designed a broadcast algorithm based on the distributed k-ary search idea
and in another case, we developed a system based from the beginning on the
principles of distributed k-ary search. This aspect is shown in papers B and
C.
1.1 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized into a number of chapters, and a number of appendices.
The next chapter gives a background about the field of P2P computing, explains
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its evolution till it reached its current state, gives a a taxonomy and a summary
of features of different systems. Chapter 3 explains the principles of Distributed
Hash Tables (DHTs) using the Distributed k-ary search framework and explains
how some systems are instances of it. Chapter 4 describes the architecture of a
component-based simulation environment that we have developed for the simu-
lation of P2P algorithms. The appendices include one technical report and two
peer-reviewed published papers. Section 1.3 enumerates those documents and re-
lates them to the title of the thesis:
1.2 Note About Team Work
The research results presented in this thesis are not the product of the individual
effort of the thesis author but rather the efforts of a team of researchers from
the Swedish Institute of Computer Science (SICS) and LECS/IMIT at the Royal
Institute of Technology. The team includes Luc Onana Alima, Per Brand, Seif
Haridi, Ali Ghodsi, and Sameh El-Ansary. However, the author of the thesis
participated as a key member in the areas of readings, generation of ideas, writing,
algorithm design, and implementation of the research work. Chapter 5 summarizes
the contribution of the included papers and explains the individual contribution
of the thesis author in each of them.
1.3 Included Papers
Paper A
Sameh El-Ansary, Luc Onana Alima, Per Brand, and Seif Haridi.
A Framework for Peer-To-Peer Lookup Services Based On k-ary Search.
Technical Report TR-2002-06, SICS, May 2002.
Comments.
This report was the first paper where we tackle the issue of a common frame-
work for the understanding of DHT systems. We showed the importance of the
framework by showing that the perception of the Chord system as an instance of
the distributed k-ary search framework leads to a substantial optimization in its
performance.
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Paper B
Sameh El-Ansary, Luc Onana Alima, Per Brand, and Seif Haridi.
Efficient broadcast in structured P2P networks.
In The 2nd International Workshop on Peer-to-Peer Systems (IPTPS ’03),
February 2003.
Comments
In this paper, we stressed the perception of a class of DHT systems as instance of
the distributed k-ary search framework. Thereafter, we showed how one can use
this perception to build an efficient broadcast algorithm with optimal messaging
cost by traversing the distributed k-ary search tree.
Paper C
Luc Onana Alima, Sameh El-Ansary, Per Brand, and Seif Haridi.
DKS(N ; k; f): A Family of Low Communication, Scalable and Fault-tolerant In-
frastructures for P2P Applications.
In The 3rd International Workshop on Global and Peer-To-Peer Computing on
Large-scale Distributed Systems - CCGRID2003,
Tokyo, Japan, May 2003.
Comments
In this paper, we show the design of the DKS(n; k; f) system which is a DHT
system designed from the beginning on the principles of distributed k-ary search.
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we intend to highlight the following points.
• Definitions of P2P systems.
• A brief overview of the evolution of P2P systems.
• A taxonomy of P2P systems.
• A summary of P2P systems features and performance.
• The current research issues in state-of-the-art P2P systems.
2.1 Definitions of P2P Systems
Like any new trend that is undergoing evolution, Peer-To-Peer systems do not have
a precise definition, instead, many definitions were developed trying to reflect the
new features of some phase in the evolution process. The following are some
definitions presented in the P2P literature:
Oram: P2P is a class of applications that takes advantage of re-
sources – storage, cycles, content, human presence – available at the
edges of the Internet. Because accessing these decentralized resources
means operating in an environment of unstable connectivity and un-
predictable IP addresses, P2P nodes must operate outside the DNS
system and have significant or total autonomy from central servers
[35, 34].
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Miller: P2P is a network architecture in which each computer has
equivalent capability and responsibility. This is in contrast to the
traditional client/server network architecture, in which one or more
computers are dedicated to serving the others. However, we need more
complex definition: P2P has five key characteristics. (i) The network
facilitates real-time transmission of data or messages between the peers.
(ii) Peers can function as both client and server. (iii) The primary con-
tent of the network is provided by the peers. (iv) The network gives
control and autonomy to the peers. (v) The network accommodates
peers that are not always connected and that might not have perma-
nent Internet Protocol (IP) addresses [30].
P2P Working Group: P2P computing is the sharing of computer
resources and services by direct exchange between systems. These
resources and services include the exchange of information, processing
cycles, cache storage, and disk storage for files. Peer-to-peer computing
takes advantage of existing desktop computing power and networking
connectivity, allowing economical clients to leverage their collective
power to benefit the entire enterprise. [20]
As one can observe from the different definitions, there is a strong consensus
on some concepts such as: Resource sharing, autonomy/decentralization, dynamic
IP addresses, and a client-and-server dual role.
2.2 Evolution of P2P Systems
The term Peer-to-Peer is a relatively new term in the areas of networking and
distributed systems. According to Oram, P2P computing started to be a hot
topic by the middle of the year 2000 [35]. During its short history, P2P passed
through several generations. Transitions through generations were motivated by
different goals. While most surveys, merge what we present as first and second
generations together, we distinguish them to highlight different transition motives.
2.2.1 First Generation
Basic Idea
The first generation of P2P systems started with the appearance of the file-sharing
application Napster [35, 32, 33]. The main contribution of Napster was the intro-
duction of a network architecture where machines are not categorized as client and
server but rather as machines that offer and consume resources. Consequently, the
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term “Peer” was a suitable term for a participant in that system as all participants
are more or less of equal functionality. However, in order for machines to locate
files in the shared space, Napster’s solution was to provide a central directory.
That is, the Napster system was composed of two services, a storage service and
a directory service. The storage was decentralized and functioning in a Peer-to-
Peer style while the directory service was centralized. A participant in a Napster
network also had two main characteristics: i) A dynamic Internet address, and ii)
Freedom to join and leave the network at any time.
Discussion
The Napster system faced problems that led to its decay as a mainstream P2P
system. The main problem was a political problem, due to the copyrighted music
files that were illegally shared among participants of the system. Legal problems
hindered Napster from continuing to offer its services. Differently said, the central
coordination represented by the Napster directory was a single point of failure
with the special case that the failure is a political/legal failure and not a technical
one. From a technical point of view, the centralized directory service offers a
low messaging cost for locating items in the storage space but the load on the
directory increases linearly with the number of participants which, anyhow, makes
it unscalable.
2.2.2 Second Generation
Basic Idea
The central coordination in the first generation led to the transition to a new genre
of P2P systems where the focus is on the elimination of the central coordination.
The second generation started with applications like Gnutella [19] and Freenet [18].
A new participant in such systems must know an already-participating member
and then uses a flooding algorithm to gain knowledge about other participants.
Similarly, a participant performs a flooding algorithm by asking all of his neighbors
about a given query. His neighbors act similarly and the process is stopped by a
query embedded Time-To-Live value that prevents further forwarding of queries.
Discussion
Second generation systems solved the problem of central coordination. However,
the problem of scalability became more severe because of high network traffic
induced by the flooding algorithms as shown in studies such as [28, 39]. Moreover,
there are no guarantees of finding a data item or a resource that exists in a Gnutella
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network because the search scope is limited. Freenet follows a slightly better
approach which is the document routing model through which a data item d is
inserted in a node with an identifier that is most similar to the identifier of d.
During search, a query is forwarded guided by the identifier of the data item. Due
to the random nature of the Freenet network, guarantees on finding items are low.
An optimization to the flooding/gossiping approach adopted in second gener-
ation systems was the introduction of the notion of super-peers that was initially
adopted in the Kazaa [23] system and later in the Gnutella system as well. The
optimization allows for some nodes to act as directory services and thus reduces
the amount of flooding needed to locate data.
2.2.3 Third Generation
Basic Idea
The third generation of P2P systems was initiated by research projects such as
Chord [42, 43], CAN [37], Pastry [40], Tapestry [48]. Those projects aim at provid-
ing what is known as a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) abstraction. A node (Peer)
in such systems, acquires an identifier based on a cryptographic hash of some
unique attribute such as its IP address. A key for a data item is also obtained
through hashing. The hash table actually stores data items as values indexed by
their corresponding keys. That is, node identifiers and key-value pairs are both
hashed to one identifier space. The nodes are then connected to each other in
a certain predefined topology, e.g. a circular space in Chord, a d-dimensional
Cartesian space in CAN and a mesh in Tapestry and key-value pairs are stored at
nodes according to the given structure. Thanks to the structured topology, data
lookup becomes a routing process with low (typically logarithmic) routing table
size and maximum path length. Unlike second generation systems, DHTs provide
high data location guarantees.
Discussion
Given the desirable properties of scalability and high guarantees while meeting
the requirements of full decentralization, DHTs are currently considered in re-
search communities as the most reasonable approach to routing and location in
P2P systems. While having a common principle, each system has some relative
advantages. e.g., The Chord system has the property of simple design. Tapestry
and Pastry address the issue of proximity routing. The most attractive property
in all current DHT systems is self-organization. Due to the focus on the absence
of central authority, DHTs provide mechanisms by which the structural properties
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 P2P  Systems 
 Fully Decentralized (Gnutella)
 Partially Decentralized (Kazaa)
 Hybird Decentralized (Napster)
 Unstructured
 Structured (Chord, CAN, Tapestry, Pastry)
Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of P2P systems based on network structure and
degree of centralization.
of the network are maintained while the peers are continuously joining and leaving
it.
2.3 Taxonomy of P2P systems
P2P systems could be classified based on several criteria such as structure, scal-
ability, performance, guarantees, applications, etc. In [10] and [26], taxonomies
were given based on the degree of centralization and network structure which we
find the most reasonable approach for a a primary classification because it captures
the major differences between P2P systems. A taxonomy with that approach is
shown in figure 2.1 with representative systems.
The network structure characteristic aims at looking at systems from the topo-
logical perspective. Two levels of structuring are identified: unstructured and
structured. In an unstructured topology, an overlay network is realized with a
random connectivity graph. In a structured topology, the overlay network has a
certain predetermined structure such as a ring or a mesh.
The degree of centralization means to what extent the set of peers depend on
one or more servers to facilitate the interaction between them. Three degrees are
identified: Fully decentralized, Partially decentralized and Hybrid decentralized. In
the fully decentralized case, all peers are of equal functionality and none of them is
important to the network more than any other peer. In the partially decentralized
case, a subset of nodes can play more important roles than others, e.g. by main-
taining more information about their neighbor peers and thus acting as bigger
directories that can improve the performance of a search process. This set of rela-
tively more important peers can drastically vary in size while the system remains
to be functioning. In the Hybrid Decentralization case, the whole system depends
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on one or very few irreplaceable nodes which provide a special functionality in one
aspect such as a directory service. However, all other nodes in the system, while
depending on one special node, are of equal functionality and they autonomously
offer services to one another in a different aspect such as storage. Thus, a system
of that class is a hybrid system that is centralized in one aspect and decentralized
in another aspect.
2.4 Summary of Features
In this section we summarize the main features of representative P2P systems.
Many surveys provide similar summaries. We compiled relevant comparisons from
[31, 21, 8, 14, 10]. In the comparison (Table 2.1) we account for, scalability,
guarantees to locate an item, locality, replication handling, number of routing
entries, the cost of performing item and node operations.
Napster Gnutella Pastry Tapestry Chord CAN
Scalable No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Guarantees High Low High High High High
Locality Default Default Yes Yes No No
Replication Ad-hoc Ad-hoc Well-placed Well-placed Well-placed Well-placed
Routing Table O(N) Varies O(log(N)) O(log(N)) O(log(N)) 2d
Item Read O(1) O(N) O(log(N)) O(log(N)) O(log(N)) O(N
1
d )
Item Insert O(1) O(1) O(log(N)) O(log(N)) O(log(N)) O(N
1
d )
Item Delete O(1) O(1) O(log(N)) O(log2(N)) O(log(N)) O(N
1
d )
Node Insert O(1) O(N) O(log(N)) O(log(N)) O(log(N)) O(N
1
d )
Node Delete O(1) O(1) O(log(N)) O(log(N)) O(log(N)) O(1)
Table 2.1: Summary of P2P systems features.
As explained in section 2.2, scalability started to be addressed properly starting
from the third generation. In the first generation, i.e. Napster, the cost of reading,
inserting, deleting items was very low as it needed a constant messaging cost (O(1))
because of the use of a central directory. However, the central directory had to
keep info about all the peers (O(N)) which renders it unscalable. While that
problem disappeared in Gnutella, the flooding algorithm generates results in high
(O(N)) messaging cost for searching for an item or advertising the presence of a
new node. Starting from the third generation, we can see that Pastry, Tapestry
and Chord, provide logarithmic cost for doing all operations which is the main
reason behind their scalability. CAN sacrifices a little bit in the logarithmic cost
of item and node operations in favor of a constant routing table size which has its
advantages in the cost of keeping it consistent.
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The ability to guarantee the retrieval of an item that exists in the network is
a property offered by all systems except for Gnutella. The DHT systems, provide
the guarantees with very high probability. In the severe cases of a high join or
failure rates, the inability to correct routing information quickly can compromise
those guarantees.
Due to the fact that unique identifiers of items stored in a distributed hash
table are cryptographically hashed before being inserted in the DHT, two items
that are related or that are most likely to be accessed together could be saved at
nodes that are probably far apart in the IP network. Systems like Tapestry and
Pastry solve this by using a proximity routing technique through which a neighbor
is chosen such that it does not only meet the constraints of the topology but also
the closest in the sense of latency. This problem was not found in first and second
generation system because there was no special assignment of items to nodes.
Replication is an essential technique required for fault-tolerance and perfor-
mance enhancement in most P2P systems. While server replication exists in Nap-
ster and caching of query information is performed in Gnutella, replication in those
systems is done in an ad-hoc way. There are no well-defined replication strate-
gies for those systems, instead, peers can copy items from each other or certain
queries are flooded in certain areas of the network. On the other hand, DHT
systems place replicas in well-chosen nodes such as to ensure low probability of
simultaneous failures of all replicas.
2.5 Current Research Issues in State-Of-The-Art
P2P Systems
DHTs as the state-of-the-art systems, made a remarkable progress in solving the
issue of scalability and decentralization while providing determinism and high
guarantees. However, they opened the way for new research issues. We briefly
enumerate some of those issues.
Lack of a Common Framework Research in DHT systems has been addressed
by different research groups. The result was the emergence of systems that
are very similar in basic principles. Nevertheless, there is no common frame-
work that allows the common understanding and reasoning about those sys-
tems.
Locality Though accounted for in systems like Pastry and Tapestry, locality re-
mains to be an open research issue. Additionally, the loss of locality due
to hashing is not always considered a disadvantage. The Oceanstore system
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[24] which depends on Tapestry for location and routing, considers loss of lo-
cality favorable because replicas of items would be stored at physically apart
nodes which renders a system resistant to denial of service attacks.
Cost of Maintaining the Structure Most of the current DHTs depend on the
periodic checking and correction (aka stabilization) for the maintenance of
the structure which is crucial to the performance properties of those sys-
tems. This periodic activity costs a high number of messages and sometimes
unnecessarily in the case of checking stable sections of a routing table. The
awareness about this problem motivated research such as e.g., [27] where a
network tries to “self-tune” the rate at which it performs periodic stabiliza-
tion.
Complex Queries DHTs assume that for each item, there is a unique key and to
retrieve the item one must know the key. That is, one can not search for items
matching a certain criteria like a keyword or a regular-expression-specified
query. The feasibility of the task is questionable [25]. Some approaches
include the insertion of indices [22] for general queries or using some geo-
metrical constructs that make use of the DHT structure such as space-filling
curves [11]. Another approach is to let the hashing be based on keywords or
semantic information and not on unique keys [41].
Heterogeneity While all DHT systems aim at letting all nodes have equal duties
and responsibilities, the heterogeneity in physical connectivity makes them
unequal. Consequently, nodes with higher latencies constitute bottlenecks
for the operation of structured P2P systems. Two approaches were suggested
to cope with those problems: i) Cloning: The more powerful nodes are
cloned so they can act as multiple nodes and receive higher percentage of
the uniformly distributed traffic [15] ii) Clustering: Nodes of similar latency
behavior are clustered together [47].
Group Communication Since structured P2P systems offer graphs of known
topologies to connect peers, it is natural to start exploiting the structural
properties in group communication. The main focus in P2P Group com-
munication is on multicasting. Extensions like [44, 38, 13] aim at providing
multicast layers to existing DHT systems. Publish-subscribe communication
[45] is also another form of group communication that was researched in P2P
systems [12].
Grid Integration P2P and the Grid are two fields that share key properties
such as being large scale distributed systems and the goal of sharing net-
worked resources. The properties of scalability and self organization pro-
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vided by recent P2P infrastructures are interesting properties for Grid ap-
plications. Actually, both research communities are starting to merge, we
can observe that from conferences like the international conference on peer-
To-peer computing[1] and the international conference on cluster computing
and the Grid (CCGRID) [2]. Additionally, the P2P working group [20] and
The Global Grid Forum [6], two respective standardization efforts, started
to merge their efforts [5].
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Chapter 3
Principles of Distributed
Hash Tables
3.1 Basic Definitions
In order to explain our framework, we will bring forward a number of basic defi-
nitions that we will use throughout the chapter.
• V: A set of values.
• Keys(V): A set of unique keys for members of V.
• P: A set of machines or processes also referred to as nodes.
• Keys(P): A set of unique keys for members of P.
• N : The maximum cardinality of the set P.
• k: An integer greater that 2 denoting a search arity s.th. N is some power
of k.
• Hash: A hashing function with domain Keys(V) ∪Keys(P) and range I,
where I is an ordered set of N -bit identifiers.
• Idx: An identifier Idx ∈ I where x is a value v ∈ V or a process p ∈ P whose
key was hashed using the Hash function respectively.
• Communication Network: A network that provides full-connectivity of com-
munication for members of P.
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• RoutingTablep: A routing table of node p which contains pointers to a subset
of P.
• Overlay Network: A graph G = (V,E) where V = P and −→xy ∈ E iff y ∈
RoutingTablex.
• Storep: A local store at node p where it stores values.
• Appp: The application layer at node p.
• Addrp: The address of node p in the communication network.
• Interval: An interval α ⊆ I is an ordered set of adjacent identifiers.
3.2 The DHT Abstraction
Definition 3.1 (The Distributed Hash Table Abstraction) Given a set of
nodes P and a set of values V, a Distributed Hash Table is a distributed system
where the storage of the values V is distributed among all nodes in P, with the
following properties:
Property A. (Key-based Storage/Retrieval) The values are stored in the system
by means of their corresponding keys, Keys(V). That is, the interface of
the DHT abstraction provides the two simple functionalities: Put(key(v), v)
and Get(key(v)) where v ∈ V, key(v) ∈ Keys(V) for storage and retrieval
respectively.
Property B. (Equivalence of Nodes) The operations of insertion and lookup of
values are possible through any node p ∈ P. The addition of a new node p′
to P is possible through any node p ∈ P.
Property C. (Autonomy of Nodes) The addition or removal of any node to/from
the abstraction is a decision taken locally at that node.
In the above high-level definition of the DHT abstraction, we capture the main
properties that characterize it from the point of view of an external observer who
perceives the distributed system as a single entity. The internal details will be
described in the section 3.3. However, some issues could be discussed at that
level.
Space-Performance Trade-off. A very important characteristic of a DHT system
is the construction of an overlay network. In one extreme, every node could
keep track of every other node in it routing table i.e. having a fully-connected
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graph for the overlay network. In that case, the cost of reaching any node
from any other node in terms of number of hops will be O(1) while the size
of the routing table will be O(N). In the opposite extreme, space (routing
table size) could be minimal and performance (number of hopes) be maximal.
Neither extremes are favorable mainly due to lack of scalability implied by a
complexity of O(N). Instead, all DHT systems try to manage the trade-off
midway by offering a sub-linear complexity for both space and performance.
In a class of systems, logarithmic complexity is provided. For such systems, it
is our observation that distributed k-ary search is the main principle behind
them which enables the favorable logarithmic complexity.
Equal Storage Load. If we were to speak about the equivalence of nodes, we
should add that it is a desirable property that the storage load among all
nodes be equal. In most DHTs, it is assumed that this is the case as a
consequence of using a hashed keys and assuming that the hashing function
used has uniformly distributed range.
Equal Traffic Load. Having equal number of routing entries in all nodes does
not guarantee that a uniformly distributed incoming traffic will result in
uniformly distributed internal traffic at each node. e.g a system where all
nodes are pointing to one node satisfies the property that all nodes have
the same number of routing entries but one node takes the biggest share of
the traffic. Therefore, it is usually the case that we see the routing tables
of DHT systems organized in a way that results in uniform distribution of
traffic load. If the traffic load is non-uniform, e.g. some values are extremely
popular, that is another issue that is dealt with separately and is the result
of a non-uniform traffic pattern and not by design of the DHT system.
3.3 The Distributed k-ary Search Framework
The target of having a framework for DHT systems is to capture the common
principle behind them which simplifies reasoning about them. Naturally, the in-
dividual DHT systems have their variations but the main principle of operation is
common. The framework covers systems working with logarithmic space and per-
formance complexities. In each of the following subsections, we explain different
elements of the framework and at the end of each section we describe how each
element is instantiated in three DHT systems, namely, Chord [43], Pastry [40] and
Kademlia [29].
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3.3.1 Node State
The Routing Table
The routing table of a node is the heart of the functionality of any DHT. The
most important requirement of a routing table structure in most DHTs is its
ability to guide a distributed k-ary search process. While in any DHT system the
the routing table has a certain static structure, we will specify the structure using
an algorithm which we believe for, pedagogical reasons, helps more understanding
why a routing table is capable of guiding a k-ary search algorithm. The following
algorithm gives a general concept behind the routing table structure. Note that
this algorithm does not “fill” a routing table, it just shows what kind of entries
exist. The “filling” of the routing table entries occurs at a later stage.
Algorithm 1 Create Routing Table Structure of node p
1: SearchSpace := I
2: l := 1
3: repeat
4: SubSpaceli=1..k := PartitionSpace(SearchSpace, k)
5: SearchSpace := SubSpacelx s.th. Idp ∈ SubSpacelx, 1 ≤ x ≤ k
6: l := l + 1
7: until |SearchSpace| = 1
As shown in algorithm 1, initially, the whole identifier space I is considered
as a SearchSpace and we say that we are at the first “level” of the partitioning
process indicated by the variable l. The search space is partitioned into k sub-
intervals that represent k SubSpaces. The superscript of a SubSpace denotes the
level and the subscript distinguishes the SubSpaces at the same level. One of the k
SubSpaces is chosen as an interval to be considered for further partitioning. The
choice is based on the interval to which Idp belongs. Intuitively, this means that
p should be able to know more details about the interval to which its identifier
belongs. Whenever we “further” partition, we say that we move to the next level,
i.e. we reduce the search space by a factor of k. The process continues until the
search space size is 1.
A routing table is a mapping between the SubSpaces and a “responsible” of
that SubSpace. That is from the point of view of a node p, for each SubSpace there
exists one node that is capable to further partition that SubSpace and therefore
it is the “responsible” for that SubSpace from p’s perspective. We will be using
the notation Rli to denote the “responsible” of a Subspace
l
i.
We omit the definition of the PartitionSpace subroutine since we assume that
its task is clear enough from the context. However, it is important to note that
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the different systems have different ways of partitioning an interval into smaller
parts.
Since the SearchSpace is reduced to one kth at each level and the size of the
space is some power of k, the number of levels needed to reach a search space
containing a single element is logk(N) levels. Therefore, the number of entries in
the routing table is k logk(N) entries because we have logk(N) levels and k entries
per level. Thus, logarithmic performance complexity is provided. Note that the
number of external references is actually what matters in computing the size of
the routing table and since at each level, a node p is one of the “responsible”s, of
the subspaces, therefore, we actually have k − 1 external references per level, i.e.,
we can say that we need to maintain (k−1) logk(N) entries for each routing table.
The Chord system is the simplest DHT system. It assumes a circular identifier
space and a fixed search arity of 2. The responsible of an interval is the first
node encountered after the start of the interval moving clockwise on the circular
identifier space.
In the Pastry system, an identifier is perceived as a string of digits. With ev-
ery routing hop, a larger prefix of the string of digits is matched. Therefore, the
encoding of the identifiers determines the search arity. A search space is a set of
identifiers with a common prefix of digits. A subspace is a set of identifiers match-
ing one more digit of a common prefix. Since in such scheme, many candidates
qualify as “responsible”s of a subspace, the one which according to a predefined
proximity metric like the communication delay or the geographical distance is used
for the choice.
The Kademlia system also uses the same notion of prefix routing. However, it
uses the XOR metric to choose among a set of candidates nodes for a subspace.
Because of its dependence on the XOR metric, Kademlia fixes the encoding of the
identifiers to be a binary encoding, i.e. a fixed search arity of 2 is used.
Auxiliary State
In addition to the routing table, in most cases, some auxiliary node state is kept
by every node. The auxiliary information is kept mostly for two main reasons: (i)
Offering fault tolerance through saving secondary candidates to handle failure of
routing table entries, and (ii) Improving performance by either caching routing
information or keeping information about local zones in the identifier space or the
communication network.
In the Chord system, some auxiliary state is needed to maintain the circular
identifier space. Each node knows its predecessor and a list of its immediate suc-
cessors. Among other things, the predecessor pointer is used during the insertion
of new nodes and in cases where the circle is to be traversed in the reverse direc-
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tion mainly for routing table maintenance purposes. The successors list is used
for fault tolerance purposes.
In the Pastry system two types of auxiliary state are maintained. The first
type is close neighbors in the identifier space and those are called the “leaf set”.
The second type is neighbors in the predefined proximity metric and are referred
to by the “neighborhood” set. The leaf set is used mainly during routing in a trial
to shortcut the search process before consulting the routing table. The neighbor-
hood set is useful in maintaining locality properties according to the predefined
proximity metric.
In the Kademlia system, more than one responsible is maintained for each
subspace. That set of responsibles for a subspace is called a bucket. For each
message that passes through a Kademlia node, the identifiers of nodes in that
message are inserted in an appropriate bucket so they could be used as responsibles
for the respective subspaces. Since the size of a bucket is constant, a least recently
used policy is used for replacement of bucket contents.
3.3.2 The Search Process
Algorithm 2 p.karySearch(Id)
1: Find a SubSpaceli s.th. Id ∈ SubSpaceli with maximum l
2: if Rli = p then
3: return (Idt, Addrp) %%The search process is done
4: else
5: Rli.karySearch(id) %%Forward to the responsible of the SubSpace
6: end if
Whenever a search request for a target Id reaches a node p, p tries to find
an interval to which Id belongs with the maximum possible level, because the
higher the level, the smaller the search space. p forwards the request to the
responsible of that interval. That responsible will reduce the search space more
as it is able to further the partition the interval to which it belongs. That is,
with each forwarding step in the routing process, the search space is reduced by
a factor of at 1/k. Consequently a message can be routed from any node to any
other node in maximum logk(N) hops. Thus, logarithmic performance complexity
is provided. The result of the search process is a a pair (Idt, addrt) which is the
identifier of the resulting node and its address in the communication network.
While this is the basic idea of the search process, the individual systems contain
many variations on it. For example, the search could be performed iteratively or
recursively. Also, given that there is a target node in the search process, some
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systems consider the search done when that target is reached while others like
Chord conclude the search process when a node that has a pointer to the target
is reached. A system like Pastry, as explained earlier tries to shortcut the search
by checking the leaf set first.
3.3.3 Insertion and Retrieval of Values
Given that we have a system with the routing tables and the search process as
defined in the last two sections, the insertion and retrieval of values is very simple.
The following algorithm summarizes an insertion process.
Algorithm 3 p.put(key(v), v)
1: Idv = Hash(key(v))
2: (Idt, Addrt) = karySearch(Idv)
3: Let Appt and Appp arrange the transfer of v to Storet
As shown in the above algorithm if a value v is to be inserted in the DHT
abstraction, from a node p, the node performs a search process for the Idv, i.e,
identifier of v that is obtained by hashing key(v). The search will return a node
t with an identifier that is closest to v among all members of P. The application
layer of p will then arrange the transfer of v to the application layer of t.
The retrieval of a value is done similarly as shown in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 4 p.get(key(v))
1: Idv = Hash(key(v))
2: (Idt, Addrt) = karySearch(Idv)
3: Contact Appt to access v from Storet
4: return v
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Chapter 4
A Component-based P2P
Simulation Environment
4.1 Motivation
Due to the complex nature of P2P algorithms, i.e. the large number of nodes
and the many possible scenarios of peer interactions under different operating
conditions, formal reasoning about such algorithms is challenging. One of the
goals of the PEPITO project [4], in which this work is done, is to start tackling
this issue. However, in our work on studying and designing P2P algorithms, we
needed a rather practical tool that can quickly show the validity of new ideas and
that is capable of measuring the performance of the various algorithms in different
operating conditions.
To achieve our goal, we developed a simulation environment for the valida-
tion and evaluation of P2P algorithms. We aimed at providing an environment
that allows us to focus on interesting properties of the P2P algorithms currently
under study/design. Meanwhile we wanted to allow enough expressive power to
accommodate for upcoming algorithms.
The design of our simulation environment was based on two previous works in
the field of simulation. The first is the Chord simulator [46] which is a discrete-
event simulator designed for simulating the Chord system. The second, is the
experience acquired by our colleagues at the DSL lab at SICS during their work
on component-based large-scale simulation in the iCities project [7] and which
depends on favorable features of the Mozart programming system [3]. While the
Chord simulator provided us with a good starting point, we needed to have an en-
vironment in which we can compare several algorithms easily and that is where we
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Figure 4.1: Simulator Architechture
needed to make use of a component-based architecture according to the method-
ology presented in [36].
This chapter aims at describing the simulator from a software engineering point
of view and not as an explanation of a certain simulation model. Instead, we view
the architecture presented as generic architecture capable of realizing different
simulation models. The rest of this chapter is dedicated to the description of the
simulation environment architecture.
4.2 Architecture
4.2.1 Overview
The component-based simulation architecture suggested in [36] assumes the avail-
ability of a library of different component types from which an experiment is com-
posed. Following this strategy, we have designed a number of components that suit
our requirements for simulating P2P algorithms. To perform a certain experiment,
the designer of the experiment should choose a controller component, a topology
component, a traffic component, an algorithm component, and a number of obser-
vation channel components. The composition of the simulation environment, thus,
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is done, by configuring a parameters module that specifies the different component
types and their parameters in addition to global simulation parameters.
4.2.2 The Traffic Component
The traffic component is responsible for generating traffic, i.e. different events that
can happen during the simulation such as new peers joining a network, existing
peers leaving the network gracefully or due to a failure, a peer inserting, looking
up or deleting a key-value pair.
So far, we have worked with two types of traffic components: The first type is
adopting the traffic model of the Chord simulator where: (i) There are five types
of events: join, leave, fail, insert, lookup, (ii) All the traffic is generated before the
simulation begins, i.e. with a predetermined maximum simulation time, and (iii)
Lottery scheduling is used for generating the different events. The second type of
traffic components we use for working with predefined topologies, especially when
we want to define non-probabilistic traffic pattern, e.g. letting every node search
for each possible item. In that case, we do not need probabilistic scheduling and
we do not require a predefined maximum simulation time.
New traffic component types could be authored and plugged easily in case one
would want to adopt a different scheduling policy like using, for instance, Poisson
processes for node arrivals and exponential distribution for node failure.
Irrespective of the traffic component used, events that are generated are saved
in time queues. The structure of the time queue is defined as follows:
Definition 4.1 A time queue is defined as the mapping TimeQueue : Time →
2E, where Time ∈ Z+ is a simulation time step and E is the set of all possible
events. We write TimeQueuep(t) to denote all the events that are scheduled at
time step t at process p.
4.2.3 The Topology Component
The topology component is an optional component. In some simulations, we are
interested to start with a set of nodes connected in a predefined topology. In other
cases, we want the algorithms under evaluation or design to construct the network
topology themselves. Therefore, in most of the simulations related to studying
performance measures of core DHT functionalities, we do not use the topology
component for constructing the overlay network.
An example simulation where we need to use a topology component is valida-
tion experiments. Mainly, to check that a certain property holds, given that the
topology is optimally structured, e.g., checking that a broadcast algorithm will
cover all the nodes of a correctly structured Chord or DKS system. In that case
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we use a topology component to generate that optimal structure. Another typical
case is that after letting a large number of nodes join a P2P network, we need to
validate that they were able to self-organize as an optimally structured network.
4.2.4 The Controller Component
A controller component serves as the main program of the simulation environment.
Different controller components types are used depending on what other types of
components are needed and how they are initialized. The behavior of an example
controller component is given in the algorithm below.
Algorithm 5 Controller Behavior
1: InitTheTrafficComponent()
2: InitTheTopologyComponent() %%Optional
3: InitTheObservationChannels()
4: for t = 1 to MaxTime do
5: for all p : p ∈ P ∪ {Controller} do
6: p.Signal(t)
7: end for
8: end for
9: ConcludeTheObservations() %%Optional
As shown in algorithm 5, a controller component, starts by initializing other
components such as the traffic component, the topology component, and the ob-
servation channels components [lines 1 − 3]. The time queue of the controller
is usually used to save the output of the traffic component. The second task of
the controller is to advance the simulation time. In each time step, the controller
as well as the set P of all nodes being simulated are signaled. Consequently, the
set of events TimeQueueP∪{Controller}(t) are executed [lines 4 − 8]. Finally, the
controller concludes the observations, i.e. computes any statistical or validation
information that are needed [line 9].
4.2.5 The Node Abstraction
The core of the simulator lies in the behavior of the collection of nodes. As
illustrated in figure 4.1, the nodes interact with two main entities of the simulator,
the controller and the observation channels. The controller advances the time and
signals all the nodes with the current time step. The nodes use the observation
channels to log different kinds of information about the simulation state.
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Each node hosts an algorithm component. Figure 4.2 shows a more detailed
view of the architecture of each individual node. The node is abstracted in three
different layers; a TimedNode layer, a DistributedNode layer and an AlgorithmNode
layer.
The TimedNode layer is concerned with simulation time. It is the layer at
which the time queue of a node is dealt with. Its interface provides two functions:
• ScheduleEvent(E, T ime)
• Signal(Time)
A call to ScheduleEvent(E, T ime) results in the insertion of a new event in the
time queue at the specified time and a call to Signal(Time), leads to the execution
of all the events scheduled at the specified time. This layer is a basic layer for any
entity that depends on simulation time and at this level, there is no awareness of
a network or a distributed algorithm.
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The DistributedNode layer is concerned with providing the abstraction of a
node that uses a network to send and receive messages and hides the notion of
simulation time and its interface provides two functions:
• Send(ReceiverId,Message)
• ExecEvent(Event)
The Send function is used by the AlgorithmNode layer to send messages and the
ExecEvent function is used by the TimedNode layer when the time comes for the
execution of a certain event. Sending messages is modeled by the scheduling of an
event at the receiving node. That is, if a sender node sends a message at time t,
an event is scheduled at time t + AverageTransmissionDelay() at the receiving
node where AverageTransmissionDelay() is a function that provides an average
transmission delay using a Poisson distribution. The DistributedNode layer can
also schedule an event at the local node which is typically used for modeling
timeouts. This layer is also the place for modeling any communication-related
issues like message loss, netwrok partitioning, firewalls, etc.
The AlgorithmNode layer hosts the algorithm component. The receiving of a
message is implemented via a polymorphic interface, i.e. instead of providing a
message called Receive, a message of the form Message(SenderId, Params) is
used as a polymorphic method call that should be implemented by any algorithm
component in the AlgorithmNode layer. Since this layer uses the underlying Dis-
tributedNode layer to interact with other nodes by sending and receiving messages,
a real communication layer can replace the DistributedNode layer leading to the
reuse of the simulated algorithm component as a working piece of software.
4.2.6 The Observation Channels Components
The observation channels offer a very flexible means for gathering information
about what happens during simulation. They are configured prior to running a
simulation via a specification record described by the following grammar:
ObservationChannels ::= channels( { <ChannelName>(
output:<OutputTarget>
state:’on’ | ’off’
)
...
}
)
<ChannelName> ::= <atom>
<OutputTarget> ::= console
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| file(<FileName>)
| module(<ModuleName>)
<FileName> ::= <string>
<ModuleName> ::= <string>
An example of such configuration is as follows:
Channels = channels(
protocolErr(output:console state:on)
commTrace(output:module("TraceFilter.ozf") state:on)
stat(output:module("Stat.ozf") state:off)
sys(output:console state:on)
debug(output:console state:on)
join(output:console state:off)
bstat(output:module("BcastStat.ozf") state:on)
convergence(output:file("conv.txt") state:on)
)
As shown in the example each observation channel is responsible for tracking a
different kind of information. Each channel has an output target. This could be
the console, simple dump in a file or to be processed by a module. A module
that is to be used as an output target for a channel must implement the interface
for observation channels which includes the two methods write() for sending data
to the channel and close() to indicate the end of incoming data and perform any
finalizing steps if any. Depending on what observations are interesting during a
certain experiment, channels could be turned on and off.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future work
To conclude, first, we summarize the contribution of the included papers and the
introductory chapters. Second, we describe the list of the future research issues
that we intend to tackle. For each paper, we enumerate its contribution an give
and account for the individual contribution of the thesis author.
5.1 Thesis Contribution
5.1.1 Introductory Chapters
Beside the three included papers, the thesis contains three introductory chapters.
Chapter 2 gives a background about P2P computing by explaining its evolution,
and enumerating some of the current state-of-the art research problems some of
which are solved in the included papers. Chapter 3 explains the principles of
DHT systems and gives a description of distributed k-ary search framework using
algorithms on a high level of abstraction. Chapter 4 describes the P2P simulator
used in the evaluation and validation of our research work which is deploying a
component-based software engineering methodology.
5.1.2 Paper A
Title
A framework for P2P Lookup Services Based on k-ary Search.
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Paper Contribution
This report [17] contributes to one of the current research issues in the state-of-
the-art DHT systems, namely, the “lack of a common framework”. Additionally,
it optimizes the generalization of the Chord system. We propose a simple frame-
work for deriving the logarithmic class of DHT systems. The proposed framework
is simple in that it is based on the well-known concept of k-ary search. To demon-
strate the applicability of our framework, we show how it can be used to instantiate
Chord. When deriving a generalized Chord from our framework, we obtain better
performance in terms of the routing table size (38% smaller than the generalization
suggested by the Chord authors)
Thesis Author Contribution
The thesis author contributed in the formulation of a common framework based
on the idea of distributed k-ary search and in the application of the framework to
optimize the Chord system.
5.1.3 Paper B
Title
Efficient Broadcast in Structured P2P Networks.
Paper Contribution
This paper [16] contributes in two research issues relevant to state-of-the-art DHT
systems, namely, “Group Communication” and “Complex Queries”. The paper
builds on our perception of a class of DHT systems as a form of distributed k-ary
search. Given that perspective, we present an optimal algorithm for constructing a
spanning tree for a set of nodes connected by a structured DHT graph. While the
presentation of the algorithm is based on the Chord system, the idea is also appli-
cable to other DHTs such as Tapestry and Pastry. The spanning tree algorithm is
important for optimal broadcasting which is a basic form of group communication
and a useful service for performing complex queries rather than key lookup.
Thesis Author Contribution
The contribution of the thesis author in this paper is as follows:
• While the initial idea of performing broadcasts in a structured network is not
of the thesis author, he suggested the exploitation of the structured topology
for minimizing the number of messages.
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• The thesis author contributed in the design of the broadcast algorithm.
• The thesis author implemented a component-based simulation environment
and used it to conduct the experiments required for the evaluation of the
proposed algorithm.
5.1.4 Paper C
Title
DKS(N ; k; f) A family of Low-Communication, Scalable & Fault-tolerant Infras-
tructures for P2P applications
Paper Contribution
This paper [9] contributes to two critical research issues relevant to the state-of-
the-art DHT systems, namely, the “lack of of common framework” and “the cost
of maintaining the structure”. DKS(N ; k; f) is a system designed from first prin-
ciples based on the Distributed k-ary Search (DKS) approach. The system acts as
a meta-system from which other DHT systems could be instantiated. Addition-
ally, the system introduces the novel technique of “Correction-on-use” for routing
information maintenance. Instead of performing periodic checks to make sure that
the routing information is up-to-date, a node utilizes lookup traffic to extract in-
formation about the correctness of the routing information and corrects itself and
the sender’s information accordingly, thus, saving a large amount of unnecessary
network traffic.
Thesis Author Contribution
The contribution of the thesis author in this paper is as follows:
• The system in this paper is designed on the idea of k-ary search which
was introduced in the included technical report in which the thesis author
contributed as described in section 5.1.2.
• The thesis author has implemented the system using the component-based
simulation environment and designed simulations to validate the properties
of the system.
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5.2 Future Work
In the continuation of the current work on structured P2P systems, we have plans
on the short and long terms. The short term plans include extensions to current
research results. The long-term plans include work on open research issues that
we did not tackle yet but that we envisage as promising areas. The short-term
plans include the following activities:
• A thorough evaluation of the DKS(N ; k; f) system under different operation
conditions.
• Supporting network dynamism in the broadcast algorithm.
• Supporting multicast inspired by our work on broadcast.
• Exploit the component-based architecture as explained in chapter 4 to pro-
vide an Oz implementation of DKS(N ; k; f).
• Provide an implementation of DKS(N ; k; f) in a mainstream programming
language such as Java or C#.
The long-term plans include the following activities:
• Formal reasoning about P2P algorithms.
• Dealing with heterogeneity and locality of overlays neworks.
• Integration with GRID middleware.
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Abstract
Locating entities in peer-to-peer environments is a fundamental operation. Recent studies show
that the concept of distributed hash table can be used to design scalable lookup schemes with good
performance (i.e. small routing table and lookup length). In this paper, we propose a simple
framework for deriving decentralized lookup algorithms. The proposed framework is simple in
that it is based on the well-known concept of k-ary search. To demonstrate the applicability of
our framework, we show how it can be used to instantiate Chord. When deriving a generalized
Chord from our framework, we obtain better performance in terms of the routing table size (38%
smaller than the generalization suggested by the Chord authors).
Keywords: Lookup, peer-to-peer, distributed hash table, k-ary search.
1 Introduction
Peer-to-peer systems emerged as a special field of distributed systems where the
lack of centralized control is a key requirement. Lookup services is one area in
the peer-to-peer field that deserves a particular attention as a lookup service is a
core requirement in peer-to-peer systems and applications. Given a certain key,
the main task of a lookup service is to locate a network node that is responsible
for that key.
The lookup problem in peer-to-peer systems has been approached in several
ways. In our view, existing lookup services could be categorized based on two main
∗This work is funded by the Swedish funding agency VINNOVA, PPC project and the Euro-
pean IST-FET PEPITO project.
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properties: i) scalability, ii) hit guarantee, i.e., possibility of locating an entity in
the system given that it is present. Depending on the application, other properties
such as security and anonymity may be of interest.
In most of the early peer-to-peer systems such as Napster [3], Gnutella [2] and
FreeNet [1], the hit guarantee and the scalability properties are either missing
or not simultaneously satisfied. For example, the centralized directory in Nap-
ster offers the hit guarantee property while it renders the system unscalable. In
Gnutella, the flooding approach prevents it from being scalable [5]. Furthermore,
the hit guarantee is limited to the scope of the flooding. Similarly, in FreeNet the
search scope is bounded and the use of caching can lead to inconsistent views of
the network. The scalability of FreeNet is still to be evaluated.
Later approaches to the lookup problem are based on the concept of Distributed
Hash Table (DHT). This approach is represented, for example, by systems such as
Chord [6], Tapestry [8] and CAN [4]. The idea behind this approach is to let all
the names of the different entities in the system be mapped to a single search space
by using a certain hashing function and thus all the entities in the system have a
consistent view of that mapping. Given that consistent view, various structures of
the search space are used for locating entities. For example, in Chord, the search
space is structured as a ring. In Tapestry, it is structured as a mesh. In CAN, it
is structured as a d-dimensional coordinate space.
The hit guarantee property is well-addressed in the three above-mentioned
systems as the whole search space is considered by the indexing structures in the
three cases of ring, mesh and d-dimensional space and is no longer limited to the
scope of a certain query. The different indexing structure are realized by means of
routing tables. The hit guarantee is offered under normal failure conditions as the
three algorithms provide fault-handling mechanisms to repair outdated routing
tables. Scalability is also well-addressed because of the fact that a reasonable
amount of routing information is required in order to offer an acceptable lookup
length (i.e., number of hops to resolve a query). Table 1 shows that Chord and
Tapestry both offer a lookup length and a number of routing table entries that
grow logarithmically with the system size. CAN offers a lookup length that grows
with the system size as a polynomial with order 1/d, for some constant d and
requires a constant amount of routing information.
1.1 Motivation and contribution
After exploration of some of the DHT-based lookup services, we were interested
to answer the following question: Is there a general abstraction that can be used
to derive most of the existing DHT lookup services?
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Lookup length Routing entries Comments
Chord log2(N) log2(N) N , system size
Tapestry logb(N) blogb(N) b, search space encoding base
CAN d4n
1
d 2d d, some constant
Table 1: Lookup length and routing information required in three DHT-based
lookup services
By investigating the question, we observed that the idea of k-ary search seems
to be general enough to derive several DHT-based lookup algorithms.
In this paper we show that:
• The lookup problem in peer-to-peer networks could be perceived as k-ary
search.
• The DHT-based lookup service, Chord, is a special case of k-ary search where
k = 2, i.e. performing binary search.
• This line of thinking can improve the lookup length of Chord and the number
of routing table entries.
In general, DHT-based lookup services have three basic operations: Insertion,
deletion and lookup. The scope of this paper will cover only the lookup operation.
In a future paper, we will show how the k-ary search framework can simplify the
insertion and deletion operations.
To present the suggested framework, in section 2, we introduce the Chord
algorithm. In section 3, we show how the Chord algorithm can be perceived as
an algorithm that mimics binary search. In section 4, we show how to perceive
the lookup problem as k-ary search. Based on this result, in section 5, we show
how the k-ary search framework can improve Chord lookup algorithm and the
number of routing table entries. Finally, we conclude our work and present future
directions in section 6.
2 The Chord lookup algorithm
In this section, we review the Chord system without considering the aspects of
node joins and failures. We only focus on the lookup functionality.
Assuming a network of nodes where each node is assigned a number of keys, the
Chord system provides a lookup service. That is, given a key K, a node running
the chord algorithm will be able to determine the node to which K is assigned.
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Figure 1: An example Chord network with 16 nodes.
2.1 The Chord identifier/search space
The nodes’ addresses and the keys of data items are both hashed to form a single
identifier space. Where each identifier is encoded using m-bits. The identifiers are
ordered in an identifier circle modulo 2m.
2.2 Key assignment
Each identifier in the circle corresponds either to a node address or a key of a data
item. Let ID be the function that maps nodes and keys to the identifier space.
We say that a key K is assigned to node n iff
• ID(K) = ID(n) or
• ID(n) is the first identifier that corresponds to a node in the clockwise traver-
sal of the identifier circle, starting from ID(K).
When a key K is assigned to a node n, we say that node n is the successor of K.
From now on, we do not make a distinction between a key and its identifier. The
same applies for the nodes. Therefore, for an identifier k, we write successor(k) to
denote the node to which, the key that maps to k is assigned.
Using the system depicted in Figure 1, which has three nodes, namely node
3, 7 and 10, the idea of key assignment is as follows. All identifiers from 11 to 3
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are assigned to node 3; all identifiers from 4 to 7 are assigned to node 7 and all
identifiers from 8 to 10 are assigned to node 10.
2.3 The routing table
Each node in the Chord network maintains a routing table of m entries called the
finger table. At a given node n, the i-th entry of this table, stores the node s such
that s is the successor of n⊕2m 2
i−11.
2.4 Key location
In this subsection, we briefly describe how to find the location of keys in a Chord
network. When a node n receives a query for a key k, n will use its fingers as
follows:
• If k ∈]n,successor(n)] then n returns successor of n and we say the query is
resolved.
• If k 6∈]n,successor(n)] then, node n forwards the query to the node n′, which
is the closest preceding node of k according to n’s finger table. When n′
receives the forwarded query, it acts like node n.
2.5 Complexity
The m-th entry of each finger table contains the address of the node fm, where
fm = successor(n⊕2m 2
m−1). Thus, if a query cannot be resolved at a node n, the
node n will forward the query to fm, which is at least half way between n and the
target. Using this argument, it is proven in [7] that log2(N) hops are sufficient to
resolve a given query with a routing table of log2(N) entries.
3 Chord as binary-search
Although not explicitly stated in [6, 7], we can see that the Chord lookup algorithm
mimics binary search. Seeing the Chord lookup as a binary search simplifies its
understanding. In this section, we show how this is the case. Before explaining,
we introduce the following definition:
Definition 3.1 Let I =]x, y] be an interval of identifiers. We call the node with
identifier x, the responsible for I.
1The notation x⊕z y is used to denote (x + y) mod z.
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The definition above deserves a comment. The responsible for a given interval I,
is the node to which a query for a key k is forwarded once it is determined that k
belongs to I.
To show how the Chord lookup algorithm can be perceived as binary search,
we consider a fully populated Chord network with 16 nodes. We say that a Chord
network is fully populated when there is a node at each identifier of the identifier
space.
In order to determine the location of a key, a query is introduced to the Chord
network. A query arrives at a node either as an original query or as a forwarded
query. Therefore, a precise characterization of a query Q at an arbitrary node n
can be given in terms of the number of hops that Q made in order to reach node
n. Hence, an original query made zero hops while a forwarded query made one or
more hops. We will denote a query that made i hops, i ≥ 0, an i-hop query.
Let us see how the Chord lookup algorithm determines the location of key k
assuming that the original query for k arrives at node 0.
When the original (or the 0-hop) query for k arrives at node 0, node 0 de-
termines the search space for k, which for node 0, is the whole identifier space,
denoted ]0, 0], traversing the ring clockwise. Then, node 0 performs the following
steps:
1. Using its 4-th entry of the finger table, node 0 divides the search space into
the two intervals ]0, 8] and ]8, 0].
2. Determines the interval to which k belongs.
3. Forwards the query to the node responsible for the interval to which k be-
longs. Given the two intervals above, the query is forwarded either to node
0 itself or to node 8.
At this point, two cases are to be considered depending on which node the query
is forwarded to.
Case 1: the query was forwarded to node 0 itself. In this case, node 0 receives
the query after one hop and performs the following steps:
1. Using its 3-rd entry of the finger table, node 0 divides the new search space
(i.e. ]0, 8]) into the two intervals ]0, 4] and ]4, 8].
2. Determines the interval to which k belongs.
3. Forwards the query to the node responsible for the interval to which k be-
longs. That is, the query is forwarded either to node 0 itself or to node
4.
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Case 2: the query was forwarded to node 8. The characteristic of the for-
warded query when it arrives at node 8 is that it made one hop. Thus, when node
8 receives this “one hop” query for k, node 8 determines that the search space for
this query is ]8, 8⊕16
16
21 ] and 8 performs the following steps:
1. Using its 3-rd entry of the finger table, node 8 divides the search space for
k into the two intervals ]8, 12] and ]12, 0].
2. Determines the interval to which k belongs.
3. Forwards the query to the node responsible for the interval to which k be-
longs. At this point, the query is forwarded to either node 8 itself or to node
12.
By continuing the above startegy of processing forwarded queries, we can observe
that each node that receives an x-hop query, 0 ≤ x ≤ 3, has only two forwarding
alternatives, which means that the search process follows a path of a binary search
tree. Figure 2 illustrates this behavior.
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Figure 2: Decision tree for a query originating at node 0 in a 16-node network
applying binary search
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As illustrated in figure 2, after each hop, the search space is halved into two in-
tervals. Therefore, any other node in the network is reachable from the originating
node of the query, within 4 hops.
In general, if N and H are respectively the system size and the maximum
number of hops, then when a node n receives a i-hop query, 0 ≤ i ≤ H − 1, the
node n does the following:
1. Determines the search space for the query. This search space is given by the
interval
]n, n⊕N
N
2i
] (1)
2. Using the (H− i)-th entry of its finger table, node n divides the search space
for k into two intervals: ]n, n⊕N
N
2i+1 ] and ]n⊕N
N
2i+1 , n⊕N
N
2i ]
3. Determines the interval to which k belongs.
4. Forwards the query to the node responsible for the interval to which k be-
longs. More precisely, node n forwards the query to either node n itself or
to node n⊕N
N
2i+1 .
3.1 Complexity
Given that, for each query, the Chord lookup algorithm follows a path of a binary
search tree rooted at the node where the query originated, the following results
follow.
Theorem 3.1 (Lookup length) The maximum number of hops for any query
to be resolved, is log2(N).
Proof : Follows from the fact that the height of a binary tree of N nodes is
log2(N).
Theorem 3.2 (Routing Table Entries) The maximum number of routing ta-
ble entries at each node is log2(N).
Proof : Let n be an arbitrary node. From the above algorithm, node n must be
able to forward any x-hop query, 0 ≤ x ≤ H−1, where H is the maximum number
of hops required to resolve any query.
In order for the node n to route an x-hop query, the node n must select exactly
one destination between two possible forwarding alternatives. But, as the node n
does not need an entry for routing to itself, only one entry is needed.
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Figure 3: Decision tree for a query originating at node 0 in a 16-node network
applying 4-ary search.
Overall, since x varies from 0 to H − 1, and one entry is needed for each x-hop
query, therefore, H entries in the routing table are needed.
Since n is an arbitrary node, the theorem follows.
4 Lookup services as k-ary search
Having observed that the Chord algorithm mimics binary search, we generalize
this idea to develop a modified algorithm that rather mimics k-ary search , k ≥ 2.
We consider a fully populated system that consists of N nodes and assume that
the maximum number of hops required to resolve any query is H. In addition, we
assume that the identifier space is organized as a circle modulo N .
When a node n receives a i-hop query for key y, 0 ≤ i ≤ H − 1, the node n
does the following:
1. Determines the search space for the for key y. This search space is given by
the interval
]n, n⊕N
N
ki
] (2)
2. Using the (H− i)-th entry of its finger table, node n divides the search space
for y into k intervals:
]n⊕N
N
ki+1
j, n⊕N
N
ki+1
(j + 1)], 0 ≤ i ≤ H − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1.
3. Determines the interval to which y belongs.
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4. Forwards the query to the node responsible for the interval to which y be-
longs. More precisely, node n forwards the query to one of the nodes:
n⊕N
N
ki+1
j, 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1.
Figure 3 illustrates the behavior of this algorithm in the case of k = 4 in a 16
node system.
4.1 Complexity
Given that for each query, the general algorithm presented in the above section,
follows a path of a k-ary search tree rooted at the node where the query originated,
the following results follow.
Theorem 4.1 (Lookup length) The maximum number of hops for any query
to be resolved, is logk(N).
Proof : Follows from the fact that the height of a k-ary tree of N nodes is logk(N).
Theorem 4.2 (Routing Table Entries) The maximum number of routing ta-
ble entries at each node is (k-1)logk(N).
Proof : Let n be an arbitrary node. From the above algorithm, node n must be
able to forward any x-hop query, 0 ≤ x ≤ H−1, where H is the maximum number
of hops required to resolve any query.
In order for the node n to route an x-hop query, the node n must select exactly
one destination between k possible forwarding alternatives. One of these destina-
tions is the node n itself and as the node n does not need an entry for routing to
itself, only k − 1 entries are needed.
Overall, since x varies from 0 to H − 1, and k − 1 entries are needed for each
x-hop query. Therefore, (k − 1)H entries in the routing table are needed.
Since n is an arbitrary node, the theorem follows.
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Chord(d) k-ary Chord
H logx(N) logk(N)
R
log(N)
log( x
x−1
) (k − 1)logk(N)
Table 2: Chord(d) vs. k-ary Chord
N RChord(d) Rk−ary Chord
24 9.637683359 6
28 19.27536672 12
216 38.55073343 24
232 77.10146687 48
264 154.2029337 96
Table 3: Number of routing entries for different system sizes with k = x = 4
5 k-ary search for improving Chord
Having perceived chord as a special case of k-ary search, where k = 2, we can
observe that if we need to improve the lookup length of Chord to a desired value
H, we can choose a suitable k to achieve that value based on the following formula:
H = logk(N)
The number of routing table entries, R will be:
R = (k − 1)logk(N)
We refer to our generalization of Chord by k-ary Chord.
The authors of the Chord system suggested as a future work in [7], a modifica-
tion of the Chord lookup algorithm if a certain number of hops was desired. The
modification suggested the placement of the fingers at intervals that are integer
powers of (1 + 1
d
) instead of powers of 2, for some constant d. In that case, the
lookup length is log1+d(N). The cost of the modification is an increase in the
number of routing table entries to log(N)
log(1+ 1
d
)
. We refer to this generalization by
Chord(d).
In order to compare our result with the suggested generalization of the Chord
authors, we take x = 1 + d and we obtain table 2.
If we let k = x = 4 , we can see that the number of routing table entries of the
k-ary Chord is 38% smaller than Chord(d) as shown in table 3.
A more elaborate analysis of the size of the routing table as a function of the
system size is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Evolution of routing table entries as a function of the system size.
6 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have presented a simple framework for designing distributed hash
table based lookup services. The proposed framework is simple in that it is based
on a well-known technique, that of k-ary search.
The paper shows how the idea of k-ary search can be used to derive the Chord
lookup algorithm. More importantly, the generalization of the Chord lookup algo-
rithm based on the k-ary search requires, for the same system size and the same
lookup length, a routing table which is 38% smaller than the one required in the
generalization suggested by the Chord authors.
As future work, we plan to show how this framework can be used to instantiate
other distributed hash table based lookup algorithms. In addition, we show in a
future paper how our framework simplifies the handling of node joins and failures.
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Abstract
In this position paper, we present an efficient algorithm for perform-
ing a broadcast operation with minimal cost in structured DHT-based P2P
networks. In a system of N nodes, a broadcast message originating at an
arbitrary node reaches all other nodes after exactly N − 1 messages. We
emphasize the perception of a class of DHT systems as a form of distributed
k-ary search and we take advantage of that perception in constructing a
spanning tree that is utilized for efficient broadcasting. We consider broad-
casting as a basic service that adds to existing DHTs the ability to search
using arbitrary queries as well as dissiminate/collect global information.
1 Introduction
Research in P2P systems resulted in the creation of many Data/Resource- location
systems. Two approaches were used to tackle this problem; the flooding approach
and the Distributed Hash Table approach. The common characteristic of both
approaches is the construction of an application-level overlay network. Table 1
includes some of the major differences between the two approaches.
The DHT approach with a structured overlay network, determinism, relatively low
traffic and high guarantees is currently perceived in the P2P research community
as the “reasonable” approach. Many systems were constructed based on that
approach such as Tapestry [1], Pastry [2], CAN [3], Chord [4], Kademlia [5]. In
∗This work is funded by the Swedish funding agency VINNOVA, PPC project, the European
IST-FET PEPITO project and by the PIRATES project at UCL, Belgium.
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Flooding DHT
Queries Arbitrary Key Lookup
Query-Induced Traffic O(N) O(log(N))
Hit Guarantees Low High
Connectivity Graph Random Structured
Table 1: Flooding Approach vs. DHT Approach
contrast, the flooding-based approach represented by [6] [7] is mainly considered
as unscalable based on a number of traffic analyses such as [8, 9].
A missing feature in most DHTs is the ability to perform search based on an
arbitrary query rather than key lookups. Extensions to existing DHTs are needed
to supply this feature. Arbitrary querying is realized in flooding-based systems
via broadcasting. However, the random nature of the overlay network renders the
solution costly and with low guarantees.
In this position paper, we show the status of our work on extending DHTs
with an efficient broadcast layer. We are primarily investigating how to take
advantage of the structured nature of the DHT overlay network in performing
efficient broadcasts. We provide broadcasting as a basic service in DHTs that
should be deployed for any kind of global dissemination/collection of data.
In the next section, we describe related work. In section 3, we explain our
approach based on the perception of a class of DHTs as systems performing dis-
tributed k-ary search. In section 4, we present a broadcast algorithm for one of
the DHTs, namely Chord. Some preliminary simulation results are presented in
section 6. Finally, we conclude and show intended future work in section 7.
2 Related Work
Our work can be classified as an arbitrary-search-supporting extension to DHTs.
From that perspective, the following research shares the same goal:
Complex Queries in DHTs. In [10], an extension to existing DHT systems
was suggested to add the ability of performing complex queries. The approach
constructs search indices that enable the performance of database-like queries.
This approach differs from ours in that we do not add extra indexing to the DHT.
The analysis of the cost of construction, maintenance, and performing database-
like join operations is not available at the time of writing of this paper.
Multicast. Since broadcast is a special case of multicast, a multicast solution
developed for a DHT such as [11, 12, 13] can provide broadcast. Nevertheless, a
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Figure 1: (a) Decision tree for a query originating at node 0 in a fully-
populated 8-node Chord network. (b) The spanning tree derived from
the decision tree by removing the virtual hops.
multicast solution would require the additional maintenance of a multicast group
which is, in the case of broadcast, a large group containing all the nodes of the
network. In our approach, we do not require such an additional cost, we depend
on the routing information of the already-maintained overlay network.
3 Our Approach
3.1 DHTs as Distributed k-ary Search
By looking at the class of DHT systems that have logarithmic performance bounds
such as Chord, Tapestry, Pastry, and Kademlia, one can observe that the basic
principle behind their operation is performing a form of distributed k-ary search.
In the case of Chord, a binary search is performed. For other systems like, e.g.,
Tapestry and Pastry, the search arity is higher.
In this paper, we explain the perception of the Chord system as a special case
of distributed k-ary search. The arguments apply to higher search arities as well.
The familiarity of the reader to the Chord system and its terminology is as-
sumed. However, we restate the structure of the routing tables. Every Chord node
has an identifier that represents its position in a circular identifier space of size
N . Each Chord node maintains a table ofM = log
2
(N) routing entries, called the
fingers. We denote the table of fingers at a node by Finger. At a node n, Finger[i]
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contains the address of the successor of n+ 2i−1, 1 ≤ i ≤ M .
To illustrate the idea of the distributed k-ary search, without loss of generality,
we assume a Chord system with identifier space of size N = 8. The system is fully
populated, i.e. a node is present for every identifier in the space. In Figure 1 (a),
we show the decision tree of a lookup query originating at node 0. Given a query
for a key whose identifier is x, node 0, starts to lookup for the node responsible
for x by considering the whole identifier space as the search space. Based on the
interval to which x belongs (arc labels in figure 1 (a), the query is forwarded and
the process is repeated with the search space reduced to a half of the previous
search space. Hence, all nodes are reachable by a query-guided path of at most
H = log
2
(N) hops.
Notice that some of the hops are made from one node to itself. We call such
hops, virtual hops. An important observation to be made from the decision tree
shown in Figure 1 (a) is that a spanning tree can easily be derived by removing
virtual hops. Figure 1 (b) shows a spanning tree derived from the decision tree by
removing virtual hops. A more elaborate explanation on the idea of distributed
k-ary search is presented in [14, 15].
3.2 Problem Definition
Having highlighted the idea of distributed k-ary search, we can now state the
problem we solve in this paper.
Problem. Given an overlay network constructed by a P2P DHT system, find an
efficient algorithm for broadcasting messages. The algorithm should not depend on
global knowledge of membership and should be of equal cost for any member in the
system.
Note that in the problem definition, we emphasize the P2P assumptions, i.e.
the absence of central coordination and where every peer pays the same cost for
running the algorithm.
3.3 Solutions
Efficient Broadcast. We base our solution on the fact that from the decision
tree of the distributed k-ary search, a spanning tree can be derived by removing
virtual hops. Figure 1 (b) shows a spanning tree derived from the binary decision
tree for the 8-node Chord system. In section 4, we show how to construct this tree
in a distributed fashion.
Gnutella-like Broadcast. A simple solution for the above-mentioned prob-
lem is to apply a Gnutella-like algorithm, where every node forwards a received
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query to its neighbors. This approach has an extra advantage when applied in
a structured overlay network compared to a random network, namely, the abil-
ity to determine the diameter of the network. Speaking of the class of DHTs
with logarithmic performance, one can set the Time-To-Live (TTL) parameter of
the queries to the logarithm of the total number of nodes and be sure that the
flooding process covers the whole network instead of using a heuristic TTL that
results in unknown guarantees. However, this solution retains the main property
of non-scalability. In section 6, we compare Gnutella-like broadcasting to efficient
broadcasting.
Ring Traversal. As the overlay network of a system like Chord is organized
in a ring, traversing that ring by following the successor pointers is also a possible
solution. The solution differs from our solution in execution time. That solution
requires the sequential traversal of the ring while our algorithm reaches different
parts of the network in parallel.
4 The Broadcast Algorithm
4.1 System Model & Notation
We assume a distributed system modeled by a set of nodes communicating by
message passing through a communication network that is: (i) Connected, (ii)
Asynchronous, (iii) Reliable, and (iv) providing FIFO communication.
A distributed algorithm running on a node of the system is described using
rules of the form:
receive(Sender : Receiver : Message(arg
1
, .., argn))
Action(s) ....
The rule describes the event of receiving a messageMessage at the Receiver node
and the action(s) taken to handle that event. A Sender of a message executes the
statement send(Sender : Receiver : Message(arg
1
, .., argn)) to send a message to
Receiver.
4.2 Rules
Initiating a Broadcast. A broadcast is initiated at any node as a result of a user-
level request. That is, a user-level layer entity P can send to a node Q a message
InitBroadcast(Info) where Info is a piece of information that must be broadcast
e.g. an arbitrary search query, a statistics gathering query, a notification, etc.
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receive(P : Q : InitBroadcast(Info))
for i in 1 to M − 1 do
//Skip a redundant finger
if Finger[i] 6= Finger[i+ 1] then
R := Finger[i]
Limit := Finger[i+ 1]
send(Q:R:Broadcast(Info, Limit))
fi
od
//Process the M th finger
send(Q:Finger[M ]:Broadcast(Info, Q))
Figure 2: Initiating a Broadcast Message
The role of the node Q is to act as a root for a spanning tree. As shown in the
rule in Figure 2, Q does that by sending a Broadcastmessage to all its neighbors.
Note that, unless the identifier space is fully populated, the table Finger of a node
contains many redundant fingers. For a sequence of redundant fingers, the last
one is used for forwarding while the others are skipped.
A Broadcast message contains the Info to be broadcast and a Limit argu-
ment. A Limit is used to restrict the forwarding space of a receiving node. The
Limit of a Finger[i] is Finger[i + 1], (1 ≤ i ≤ M − 1) where M is the number
of entries of the routing table. The M th finger’s limit is a special case where the
Limit is set to the sender’s identifier. As an example, we use the sample Chord
network given in section 3.1. When node 0 initiates a broadcast, it sends to nodes
1, 2, and 4. Giving them the limits of 2, 4, and 0 respectively. By doing that it
is actually telling node 4 to cover the interval [4, 0[, i.e. half of the space. It is
telling node 2 to cover the interval [2, 4[, i.e. quarter of space and finally, telling
node 1 to cover the interval [1, 2[, i.e. an eighth of the space.
Processing a Broadcast. A node Q receiving a Broadcast(Info, Limit)
message delivers it to its application layer and continues the broadcast in a subtree
confined in the interval ]Q,Limit[. In addition to skipping the redundant fingers,
Q forwards to every finger whose identifier is before the Limit. Moreover, when
forwarding to any finger, it supplies it with a NewLimit, defining a smaller subtree.
Note that, this will only happen if NewLimit ∈]Q,Limit[, i.e. the NewLimit is not
exceeding the Limit given by the parent. Figure 3 contains the rule for processing
a broadcast message.
Note that for any node other than the initiating node, the M th finger will
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receive(P : Q : Broadcast(Info, Limit))
//Take some action to deliver to application layer ...
for i in 1 to M − 1 do
//Skip a redundant finger
if Finger[i] 6= Finger[i+ 1] then
//Forward while within “Limit”
if Finger[i] ∈]Q,Limit[ then
R := Finger[i]
//NewLimit must not exceed Limit
if Finger[i+ 1] ∈]Q,Limit[ then
NewLimit := Finger[i+ 1]
else
NewLimit := Limit
fi
send(Q:R:Broadcast(Info, NewLimit))
else
exit for
fi
fi
od
Figure 3: Processing a Broadcast Message
never be used, so we do not try to forward to it. In general, after h hops, the
(M -h)th finger at most is used in forwarding. An additional invariant of the two
rules that is not shown in the figures, for the simplicity of presentation, is that a
node never sends a Broadcast message to itself. A finger of a node n can point
to n only in the rare case that half or more of the identifier space does not contain
any nodes which is most unlikely given the assumption of a uniform distribution
of node identifiers.
Replies. We are considering the issue of replying to the broadcast source to
be an orthogonal issue that depends on the Info argument of the Broadcast
message. Several strategies could be considered for replying, for example : (i)
Sending the broadcast source with every broadcast message and it is contacted
directly by a node willing to reply (ii) The reply is propagated to the root over
the same spanning tree.
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4.3 Correctness Argument
Coverage of All Nodes. As a DHT system constructs a connected graph of
nodes and as every node that receives a broadcast message forwards it to all of
its neighbors (except those it knows by DHT construction properties that they
are going to be contacted by other nodes), therefore, eventually every node in the
system receives the broadcast message.
No Redundancy. The algorithm ensures that disjoint (non-overlapping) in-
tervals are considered for forwarding. Consequently every node receives the broad-
cast message exactly once.
5 Cost Versus Guarantees
While presenting an efficient algorithm for broadcast in DHT-based P2P networks,
we are aware that the cost of N -1 messages, especially in large P2P systems can
be prohibitive for many applications. The point is that we offer broadcasting as a
basic service available for a system that is willing to pay its cost. Our algorithm
offers strong guarantees and utilization of traffic for that endured cost. In order
to offer the same guarantees on a network, of the same size, in a Gnutella-like
broadcast, a substantially higher cost is paid. The next section elaborates more
on this comparison.
Predictable Guarantees. The broadcast as presented in section 4, offers
strong guarantees as it explores every node in the network. Minor modifications
to the algorithm could be applied to, deterministically, reduce the scope of the
broadcast and thus offer weaker, yet predictable guarantees. For example, by
sending only to the M th (or all but the M th) finger while initiating a broadcast,
only 50% of the network is covered in the broadcast. Similar pruning policies could
be applied to achieve different coverage percentages.
Different Traversal Policies. The algorithm could also be modified to sup-
port an iterative deepening policy. This policy was suggested in [16] for use in
unstructured overlay networks. We believe that combining this policy with our
algorithm can decrease the messaging cost, especially, when one query hit suffices
as a result.
6 Simulation Results
In this section, we show preliminary simulation results for the presented broadcast
algorithm. We are primarily interested to see that all nodes are covered in the
broadcast process and that no redundant messages are sent. Additionally, we want
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Figure 4: Comparison of number of messages needed to cover all nodes
using efficient broadcast and Gnutella-like flooding in a structured net-
work.
to compare the messaging cost of the efficient broadcast algorithm with that of the
Gnutella broadcast algorithm over the same size of the network and with the same
guarantees offered. The experiments were conducted on a distributed algorithms
simulator developed by our team and using the Mozart [17] programming platform.
Experiments Setting. To study the messaging cost, we create an identifier
space of size 216 and we vary the number of nodes in the space, from 23 up to 214
with increasing powers of 2. For each network size, after all the nodes join the
system, we initiate a broadcast process starting at a randomly-chosen node. We
wait until the broadcast process ends and, then, analyze the messages to see if all
the nodes are covered and count the amount of redundant messages. We repeat
the same experiment a number of times, initiating the broadcast from different
sources.
Both the efficient and the Gnutella algorithms are evaluated in the same way.
We use the basic Gnutella algorithm except that we deploy it on a structured
rather than a randomly-connected overlay network. That is, the unique fingers of
the Chord nodes are used as neighbors. Moreover, we set the Time-To-Live (TTL)
parameter of the Gnutella broadcast to the diameter of the network , i.e. log
2
(N)
which should be just enough to guarantee that all the nodes of the network are
covered.
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Figure 5: Comparison of percentage of redundant messages generated
by efficient broadcast and Gnutella-like flooding in a structured net-
work.
Results. For the number of messages, the efficient broadcast algorithm con-
stantly produces N -1 messages for the different network sizes. The Gnutella al-
gorithm succeeds to cover all the nodes, thanks, to the TTL parameter, but does
that with a substantially larger amount of messages. The comparison is shown in
figure 4. The reason for that difference is the redundant messages that are sent in
the Gnutella case and are eliminated in the efficient broadcast case. It is worth
noting that the amount of redundancy increases with system size, strongly affect-
ing scalability if the strong guarantees are to be maintained. Figure 5 shows the
percentage of redundant messages from the total number of messages generated
by both algorithms.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we showed the status of our work in extending the functionality of
DHTs with the ability to perform efficient broadcasts. Our approach depended
mainly on the perception of systems such as Chord, Tapestry, Pastry, and Kadem-
lia as implementations of distributed k-ary search. We gave an algorithm for
traversing the k-ary search tree and thus, constructing a spanning tree of an over-
lay network formed by a DHT.
We based all our explanation on Chord as a simple system implementing binary
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search. In future papers, we intend to elaborate more on how to construct a
spanning tree in systems with higher arities.
We suggested a number of strategies by which a peer deploying the efficient
broadcast algorithm can reduce its scope by pruning a spanning tree in order
to generate less traffic, yet with the ability to deterministically decide the per-
centage of network members that are covered in the broadcast and thus offering
predictable guarantees. More experiments need to be done for the evaluation of
those strategies.
For the issue of dynamic network (joins/leaves), more experimental results are
needed to: (i) Quantify the effect of outdated routing tables on the properties
offered by the efficient broadcast algorithm. (ii) Guide the design of a more fault-
tolerant version of the algorithm. In its current state, our algorithm, depends
heavily on the ability of the underlying DHT system to cope quickly with the
dynamic nature of the network.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present DKS(N, k, f), a family of infrastructures for building
Peer-To-Peer applications. Each instance of DKS(N, k, f) is a fully decentralized
overlay network characterized by three parameters: N the maximum number of
nodes that can be in the network; k the search arity within the network and f
the degree of fault-tolerance. Once these parameters are instantiated, the resulting
network has several desirable properties. The first property, which is the main
contribution of this paper, is that there is no separate procedure for maintaining
routing tables; instead, any out-of-date or erroneous routing entry is eventually
corrected on-the-fly thereby, eliminating unnecessary bandwidth consumption. The
second property is that each lookup request is resolved in at most logk(N) overlay
hops under normal operations. Third, each node maintains only (k−1) logk(N)+1
addresses of other nodes for routing purposes. Fourth, new nodes can join and
existing nodes can leave at will with a negligible disturbance to the ability to resolve
lookups in logk(N) hops in average. Fifth, any pair key/value that is inserted
into the system is guaranteed to be located even in the presence of concurrent
joins. Sixth, even if f consecutive nodes fail simultaneously, correct lookup is still
guaranteed.
∗This work is funded by the European IST-FET PEPITO project, the PIRATES project of
the “Region Wallone” in Belgium and Vinnova PPC project in Sweden.
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1. Introduction
The need for sharing information and computing resources in large scale net-
works is motivating a significant amount of research in the area of Peer-To-Peer
(P2P) computing. The majority of recent research in this area focuses on provid-
ing Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) as infrastructures for building large scale P2P
applications. The basic functionality of a DHT is to map keys to values. Most
of the existing DHTs aim at achieving logarithmic routing table size and lookup
length [6, 7, 4, 5].
A common characteristic of existing DHTs is the use of what we call active
correction for maintaining routing tables. Typically, the active correction consists
in running, periodically, specific routines whose sole purpose is to correct routing
table entries [6, 7, 4, 5]. This results in additional bandwidth consumption, which
in practical systems, constitutes a drawback.
To overcome the above-mentioned drawback, we propose an alternative ap-
proach in which there is no active correction. Instead, we use a technique we call
correction-on-use by which, any out-of-date routing information is corrected on-
the-fly while performing lookups and insertions of key/value pairs. Our design still
provides logarithmic complexity as we demonstrate by simulation in the sequel.
1.1. Motivations and contributions
The motivation to our work is threefold. The first is the following observation.
In P2P systems in which at any time, the number of lookups and
key/value (or document) insertions is significantly higher than the
number of joins, leaves and failures, the cost incurred by active correc-
tion is unnecessary.
The second is the need to build tunable (or flexible) infrastructures for building
P2P applications. The rational behind flexibility is that for a given desirable
system maximum size, N , one should be able to tune the infrastructure to achieve
good balance between routing table size and lookup length.
The third is the lookup reliability. That is, we target infrastructures that
guarantee to find the data associated to a key provided that the corresponding
key/value pair were inserted into the system. Systems utilizing active correction
usually do not meet this requirement.
The main contributions of this paper can be put as follows. First, we demon-
strate the viability of the observation stated above. Second, we provide a design
that is tunable and guarantees lookup reliability.
The result presented in this paper can be seen to some extent as a generalization
of the Chord system [6]. Letting k be equal to 2 leads to a DKS(N, k, f) with the
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same routing table size and the same lookup length as in Chord. However, Chord
uses active correction, which has a high and unnecessary communication cost.
The technique we use to correct routing tables is general enough to be ap-
plied to other systems. We demonstrate the validity of our approach by means of
simulation.
1.2. An overview of our approach
Our approach builds on two main ideas. First, we use a form of interval routing
that we call distributed k-ary search [3] (Hence, the name DKS). Second, we use a
novel technique that we call correction-on-use for maintaining routing tables. In
this section, we briefly introduce these two ideas.
The distributed k-ary search principle is as follows. Given a key identifier t,
in order to resolve the key t (i.e. find the data associated to t), the distributed
k-ary search proceeds in logk(N) steps. At the beginning of the search, the search
space is equal to the whole identifier space. At each step of the (distributed)
search, the current search space is divided into k equal parts. Each part is under
the responsibility of a well chosen node. This partitioning of the search space is
repeated until we reach k equal parts containing each only one element. At this
point, the part that contains t is the one that is used to resolve the key t. Provided
that the identifier space is a power of k, which we assume, it is easy to see that
for an identifier space of size N , each lookup will require at most logk(N) hops
under normal operation. In addition, each node needs a routing table of only
(k − 1) logk(N) entries as we demonstrate in the rest of this paper.
The correction-on-use technique is based on the fact that in P2P systems,
having out-of-date routing entries should be considered as the normal situation
rather than an exception due to frequent changes. Therefore, a challenging task is
to provide efficient integrated mechanisms for handling out-of-date routing entries
on-the-fly while providing logarithmic lookup length and reliable lookup.
Intuitively, the idea in the correction-on-use technique consists in embedding
technical information into messages such that when a peer n′ receives a message
Msg from another peer n, peer n′ can determine whether the routing information
used by peer n when sending the message Msg was correct or not. Hence, if
peer n′ finds out that the routing information used by n was wrong, peer n′
immediately informs peer n. In addition, peer n′ tells peer n which peer it knows
is a possible candidate for the routing entry used by n. When peer n receives such
a notification, it updates the erroneous routing entry and repeats the operation
that led it to contact n′. In this manner, any out-of-date routing information
is eventually corrected; and if ever the system enters some steady period, no
additional bandwidth consumption takes place in contrast to systems that use
active correction (or periodical stabilization).
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How fast the correction-on-use technique corrects routing entries depends on
how frequently each routing entry is used. Intuitively, the more useful traffic (i.e.
traffic related to lookup and key/value insertion), the higher is the correction rate
of routing table entries.
To ensure lookup reliability, we let peers join and leave the system in an atomic
manner. Fault-tolerance is achieved by means of replication as it is the case in
traditional fault-tolerant systems [2].
1.3. Paper organization
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present
the concepts used in the design of the DKS(N, k, f). Section 3 is devoted to the
construction of a DKS(N, k, f) network. Section 4 describes how the correction-
on-use is achieved. In Section 5 we briefly describe the protocol used for resolving
any key identifier and correcting out-of-date (or erroneous) routing entries. Sec-
tion 6 describes how nodes leave a DKS(N, k, f) network. Section 7 explains how
failures are handled. Section 8 presents experimental results and finally, Section 9
concludes.
2. The concepts in the design of the DKS(N, k, f)
In this section, we present the concepts behind the design of the DKS(N, k, f)
systems. We begin by giving the underlying assumptions.
2.1. Underlying assumptions
For the design of the DKS(N, k, f), we model a distributed system as a set of
processes linked together through a communication network. Processes communi-
cate by message passing. The communication network is assumed to be connected,
asynchronous, reliable and FIFO.
To set up a DKS(N, k, f) system, it is assumed that: k is an integer greater
or equal 2. The maximum number of nodes that can be in the system is N = kL
where L is assumed to be large enough to achieve very large distributed systems.
f is the fault-tolerance parameter. Each peer knows the parameters N , k and f ,
thus can compute L.
2.2. The identifier space and notations
In designing DKS(N, k, f) systems, we assume, like in most P2P infrastruc-
tures [6, 5], that nodes of a DKS(N, k, f) and objects managed by these nodes are
uniquely identified by identifiers taken from the same logical space.
In this paper, we assume that the identifier space, denoted I = {0, 1, · · · , N−1}
is organized as a ring. It is worth pointing out that this choice is arbitrary, because
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the design principle shown in this paper can be applied for other organizations of
the identifier space.
Given, the ring of at most N identifiers, some definitions are in order. First, we
note that the whole identifier space can be represented by an interval of the form
[x, x[ or ]x, x] for an arbitrary x ∈ I. For any x ∈ I, we note that [x, x] = {x} and
]x, x[= I\{x}. From now on, we use for a, b ∈ I, aª b for (a− b) modulo N and
a⊕ b for (a+ b) modulo N .
Next in the paper, we shall need to determine whether a given identifier belongs
to a part (or interval) of the identifier space. For this reason, we use an appropriate
boolean function ∈ˆ, which will serve that purpose. For simplicity of notation, we
shall use infix notation for the function ∈ˆ.
2.3. Key/value pairs management
Let (t, v) be a key/value pair, where t is a key identifier and v is the value
associated with t. When inserted in a DKS(N, k, f) network, this pair is stored at
the first node met moving on the identifier space starting from t, in the clockwise
direction. When a pair (t, v) is stored at a node n, we say that node n manages
the key t.
2.4. Levels and views
Any DKS(N, k, f) network is built in a manner that allows each lookup to be
performed as a distributed k-ary search [3] to ensure that each lookup is resolved
in at most logk(N) hops. To achieve this, each node in a DKS(N, k, f) network
has logk(N) levels numbered from 1 to L, where L = logk(N). In the sequel, we
shall use L for {1, 2, · · · , L}.
When at level l ∈ L, a node n has a view V l of the identifier space. The view
V l consists of k equal parts, denoted I li , 0 ≤ i ≤ k− 1, and defined below level by
level. Next, we use K for {0, 1, · · · , k − 1}.
• At level 1:
V 1 = I10 ∪ I
1
1 ∪ I
1
2 ∪ · · · ∪ I
1
k−1 where
I10 = [x
1
0, x
1
1[, I
1
1 = [x
1
1, x
1
2[, · · ·, I
1
k−1 = [x
1
k−1, x
1
0[
x1i = n⊕ i
N
k
, for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1
• At level 2 ≤ l ≤ L:
V l = I l0 ∪ I
l
1 ∪ I
l
2 ∪ · · · ∪ I
l
k−1 where
I l0 = [x
l
0, x
l
1[, I
l
1 = [x
l
1, x
l
2[, · · ·, I
l
k−1 = [x
l
k−1, x
l−1
1 [
xli = n⊕ i
N
kl
, for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1
Notice that the end of I lk−1 is equal to the end of I
l−1
0 .
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2.5. Responsibilities
Let n be an arbitrary DKS(N, k, f) node. Let l, 1 ≤ l ≤ L, and let V l =
∪0≤j≤k−1I lj be the view that node n has at level l. With respect to node n,
each I lj , 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 has associated to it a node, R(I
l
j), that node n considers
responsible (or representative) for I lj . Intuitively, the responsible for I
l
j represents
the node that n will contact for example, when trying to resolve a key identifier
that belongs to I lj .
The choice of representative nodes for the views determine the routing mecha-
nism used for resolving keys. In this paper we show one possible way of selecting
representatives. The choice presented here is similar to the one made in the Chord
system. However, there are several other possibilities.
Let x be an identifier. We denote by S(x) the first node encountered in the
interval [x, x[ moving in the clockwise direction.
For an arbitrary node n and an arbitrary level l ∈ L, the representatives for
I li , i ∈ K are given by Table 1, where the responsible for an interval I
l
i = [x
l
i, x
l
i+1[
is taken to be S(xli). Notice that each node is itself responsible for I
l
0 for any
1 ≤ l ≤ logk(N).
I li R(I
l
i)
I l0 n
I l1 S(x
l
1)
...
...
I lk−1 S(x
l
k−1)
Table 1: Responsibilities at node n.
2.6. Routing information
To ensure that each lookup has a path length of at most logk(N), each node
n of a DKS(N, k, f) system maintains a routing table that is organized as shown
in Table 2. Notice that at each level, an arbitrary node n has an entry for itself
and only k − 1 entries for other nodes. Hence, the total number of entries in each
routing table is (k − 1) logk(N) (without counting n).
From now on, we model each routing table as a mapping RT, which is of type
RT : L → (K → I)
Hence, (RT (l)) (i) denotes the responsible for the interval I li . Sometimes, for the
sake of clarity, we write RTn, to emphasize that the routing table under consider-
ation is that of node n.
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Level Intervals Responsible
1 I10 n
I11 S(x
1
1)
I12 S(x
1
2)
· · · · · ·
I1k−1 S(x
1
k−1)
· · ·
L− 1 IL−10 n
IL−11 S(x
L−1
1 )
IL2 S(x
L−1
2 )
· · · · · ·
ILk−1 S(x
L−1
k−1 )
L IL0 n
IL1 S(n⊕ 1)
· · · · · ·
ILk−1 S(n⊕ (k − 1))
Table 2: Routing table of the DKS(N, k, f) node n.
In addition to the above routing table, each node nmaintains a pointer denoted
p, to its predecessor on the ring. The predecessor of a node n is the first node met
when moving in the counterclockwise direction starting from n. So, in total, each
node needs only (k − 1) logk(N) + 1 for the purpose of the lookup.
3. DKS(N, k, f) networks construction
Let N be a DKS(N, k, f) network. Note that by definition, N is either an
empty set or a non-empty set of nodes. Let nj be a DKS(N, k, f) node that wants
to join N . Two situations are to be considered depending on whether or not N is
empty.
To handle insertion of new peers (or nodes), we add a component denoted pP
to each node in a DKS(N, k, f) network. The component pP at any node is used
only for atomic insertion of new nodes. At any point in time, the pP of a node n
contains either the address of the new node that node n is currently inserting or
the value nil. The pointer pP of a node n is nil if node n is not inserting a new
node.
Joining an empty DKS(N, k, f). In this case, node nj is the first node of N .
The insertion of nj simply amounts to perform the following:
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• for each 1 ≤ l ≤ logk(N) and i ∈ K, set (RT (l)) (i) to nj
• set p to nj and pP , to nil.
Joining a non-empty DKS(N, k, f). To join a non-empty DKS(N, k, f) network
N , the joining node nj sends a join request message to a known node that is
currently in N . The join request by nj is possibly forwarded until it reaches the
node n that is currently the successor of nj . To simplify the understanding of the
insertion of nj in the system, we consider two cases. (i) The first case is when n is
currently the only node of the system. (ii) The case where n is not the only node
in the system, thus has a predecessor p, which is different from n.
The intuition in both cases is that node n will compute according to appropriate
invariants, an approximate routing table for the new node nj .
Case (i): The insertion of nj in this case is made as follows. Node n computes
the routing table of nj according to the following formula.(
∀l ∈ L :
(
RTnj (l)
)
(0) = nj
)
(1)
(
∀l ∈ L, i ∈ K\{0} :
(
nj ⊕ i
N
kl
)
∈ˆ ]nj , n] :(
RTnj (l)
)
(i) = n
) (2)
(
∀l ∈ L, i ∈ K\{0} :
(
nj ⊕ i
N
kl
)
∈ˆ ]n, nj [ :(
RTnj (l)
)
(i) = nj
) (3)
Naturally, node n adapts its routing table to account the arrival of the new node
nj . The predecessor pointers of nj and n are properly set.
Case (ii): In this case, node n has a predecessor p, which is different from n.
Node n computes an approximate routing table for nj according to the following
formula. (
∀l ∈ L :
(
RTnj (l)
)
(0) = nj
)
(4)
(
∀l ∈ L, i ∈ K\{0} :
(
nj ⊕ i
N
kl
)
∈ˆ ]nj , n] :(
RTnj (l)
)
(i) = n
) (5)
(
∀l ∈ L, i ∈ K\{0} :
(
nj ⊕ i
N
kl
)
∈ˆ ]p, nj ] :(
RTnj (l)
)
(i) = nj
) (6)
(
∀l ∈ L, i ∈ K\{0} :
(
nj ⊕ i
N
kl
)
∈ˆ ]n, p] :(
RTnj (l)
)
(i) = as
) (7)
In (7), as is the node that is, according to the current knowledge of n, the successor
of
(
nj ⊕ i
N
kl
)
. When the RTnj is computed, node n sends it to nj . In addition,
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the message that carries RTnj contains also the information that the current pre-
decessor of n will become the predecessor of nj . Node n updates its predecessor
from p to nj ; also, RTn is revised to account the arrival of nj .
More important to note at this point is that at the end of an insertion of a
new node, the new node receives an approximate routing table that is computed
without any lookup and satisfies the core invariant given in (8) and that captures
the idea that when a node n inserts a new node nj , node n gives to nj a routing
table RTnj such that for any l ∈ L any i ∈ K,
(
RTnj (l)
)
(i) is equal to the node
asn that node n currently thinks is the successor of (nj ⊕ i
N
kl
).
(
∀l ∈ L, i ∈ K :
(
RTnj (l)
)
(i) = asn
)
(8)
To ensure proper insertion of new nodes between n and its predecessor, we use
local atomic insertion. More precisely, if concurrent joins happen to be between n
and its predecessor, node n serializes them. Notice that the atomic insertion of a
new node nj by node n involves only n, the predecessor of n and nj (when we do
not consider fault-tolerance).
Given that concurrent joins at different parts of the circle can take place by the
same time, and that when a node joins it obtains an approximate routing table,
it is possible that routing entries can be out of date.
Handling such out of date information is one of the key contributions of this
paper. Indeed, rather than using separate stabilization mechanism to be run
periodically, we adopt another approach in which erroneous or out-of-date routing
entries are detected and corrected on-the-fly. We intuitively present the technique
used in the next subsection.
4. Correction-on-use
The correction-on-use technique builds on two simple observations.
Observation 1: By piggybacking the level and the interval information in lookup/insert
messages, a remote node n′ can determine upon receiving a message from
n, whether the routing entry used by n to send the received message was
correct.
Observation 2: A node n can determine upon receiving a message from a remote
node n′, whether it has an erroneous routing entry.
To exploit the first observation, we recall that by definition of responsibilities,
at a node n, for any l (1 ≤ l ≤ logk(N)), and any i ∈ K, we should have that
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(RTn(l))(i) = S(n ⊕ i
N
kl
). This invariant will hold in any configuration of the
system where each node has correct routing information. Therefore, if a node n
sends the level (i.e. l) and the interval information (i.e. i) while sending message
to a node n′, then node n′ upon receiving the message can determine whether or
not the entry used by n was correct. With respect to node n′, the entry used by
n to send a message carrying l and i, is correct only if node n′ is the successor of
(n⊕ iN
kl
). So, n′ can accurately detect erroneous routing entries when receiving a
message carrying the level and the interval used by the sender node.
When, a node n′ detects that a node n contacted it using a level and an interval
that shoud not have been used, node n′ sends an error message to node n. This
error message serves to inform node n that the entry it used to contact n′ is
erroneous. In addition, this error message carries the address of the predecessor
of n′ as the candidate node for correcting the routing entry used by n. When
node n receives such an error message, it updates its routing table and repeates
the operation (eg. lookup request, pair key/value insertion request) that led it to
contact n′, but now the message is sent to the predecessor of n′.
The exploitation of the second observation is immediate. Indeed, when a node
n receives a message from a remote node n′, node n checks its routing table to
determine whether it should have n′ in its routing table. If this is the case, node
n updates its routing table accordingly.
5. Lookup in a DKS(N, k, f)
The protocol for resolving keys in a DKS(N, k, l) serves also for correcting
erroneous or out-of-date routing entries. As we have already sketched the idea of
detection and correction of routing entries, in this section, we only present briefly
how keys are resolved.
When a node n receives a lookup request for key identifier t, from its user, node
n checks if t is between its predecessor, p and itself. If this is case, node n does a
local lookup to find the value associated to t. The result is returned to the user.
Otherwise, node n triggers a forwarding process that goes level by level, and that
consists in routing lookup messages to the node that succeeds t on the identifier
circle. Each lookup message carries necessary information (level and interval) for
detection and correction of routing entries. When the node n′ successor of t is
reached, n′ performs a local lookup to retrieve the value associated to t. The
result is forwarded backward or sent directly to the origin of the lookup.
Inserting key/value pairs in the system is similar to the lookup. In addition,
messages for inserting key/value pairs are also used for detection and correction
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of routing entries.
6. Leave
Briefly, let n be a node that wants to leave the system. Let s be the successor
of n. To start the leave process, node n asks its application layer to hand over the
state to the application layer at s. From this point, node n enqueues all messages
related to lookup, join of new nodes and to insertion of key/value pairs that arrive
to it. When the state is transfered, node s is notified by its application layer.
Upon receiving the notification from its application layer, node s sends a “you
can leave” message to n that it can leave the system. Upon receiving the “you
can leave” message, node n sends all the work enqueued to node s. Then, node n
leaves without any additional message.
The departure of n is detected by any other node m that points to n when
node m tries to communicate with n. Upon this detection, node m replaces n by
the node it believes is the successor of n+ 1.
The tricky part of the leave operation is when consecutive nodes attempt to
leave by the same time. We manage this situation by a serialization mechanism
that is omitted in this paper.
7. Failure
In DKS(N, k, f) we handle two failure situations. The first is the inability
for two peers to communicate in a timely manner due to, for example, network
congestion. This leads to timeout events. The second case is the real failure
situation, where a peer fails by stopping and this fact is detected only if the site
of the failed peer is still functional.
To achieve fault-tolerance, each node n maintains a list fln that contains the
first (f + 1) nodes that follows n on the identifier circle. Also, the application
layer replicates state accordingly to ensure that even if f consecutive nodes fail
simultaneously, the system can still provide reliable lookup.
When a node n detects the crash of another node n′, the behavior of n depends
on whether or not n′ ∈ fln. In the case n
′ ∈ fln, node n replaces node n
′ by the
node ns in fln that follows the failed node n
′. In addition, the list fln is corrected
using flns . If the failed node n
′ was not in fln, then node n replaces n
′ by the node
nas, that node n believes is the first node following n
′. Notice that the believe
by n might not be correct. However, the node nas used for replacement is chosen
such that it respects the invariant given in (8). Hence, even though the node
used to replace the failed node n′ is not correct, subsequent attempts of using the
substitute node will eventually correct the corresponding routing entry.
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Figure 1: The average, the 1st and the 99th percentile of the lookup length as a
result of increasing the lookup traffic in a system bootstrapped with 500 nodes
and 3500 joins are done concurrently with lookups.
8. Experimental results
The DKS(N, k, f) family is implemented and simulated using a distributed
algorithms simulator developed by our team using the Mozart [1] programming
platform.
Experiments setting. In order to evaluate the performance of our system, we
conducted several experiments where the maximum system size is 220. Two of
these experiments are reported here.
Experiment 1. The goal of this experiment was to observe the evolution of the
lookup length while new nodes are joining and the number of lookups increases.
To do this, we bootstrapped the system with 500 nodes using a search arity k =
2. Then, we inserted 10 × 212 keys into the system. Afterward, we introduced
concurrency by letting 3500 new nodes join while α × 212 (where 10 ≤ α ≤ 100)
lookups are taking place. These concurrent events were scheduled at a rate of
one event every 3 seconds following a Poisson distribution. The result of this
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Figure 2: The average lookup length as a result of increasing the lookup traffic in
a system of actual size 210 while 10% of the nodes leave, and another 10% join
concurrently.
experiment is shown in Figure 1. This figure shows that as we increase the number
of lookups, the average lookup length tends to 1
2
log2(2
10) and the 99th percentile
of the lookup length tends to log2(2
10). A reader familiar with the Chord system
can see that those are the typical lookup bounds offered by the Chord system.
The DKS(N, k, f) system offers the same bounds, yet without active stabilization.
Experiment 2. This experiment was conducted to observe the evolution of the
lookup length while a proportion of the system is changing with concurrent joins
and leaves and the number of lookup increases. For that, we bootstrapped the
system with 210 nodes. Then, we kept changing 20% of the system with 10% of
joins and 10% of leaves happening concurrently. The experiment was repeated for
search arity of 2 and 4. In figure Figure 2, one can observe that in the case of k = 2,
the system is able to achieve the expected logarithmic lookup bounds when the
number of lookups is 120 times the system size. However, in the case of k = 4, the
system is slowly converging towards its expected performance. i.e., more lookups
are needed in that case. Moreover, in Figure 3, the 99th perecentile of the lookup
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Figure 3: The 99th percentile of the lookup length as a result of increasing the
lookup traffic in a system of actual size of 210 while 10% of the nodes leave, and
another 10% join concurrently.
length for the case where k = 4 tends to be high when there is no enough lookup
traffic which is natural, since the number of out-of-date entries is larger because of
the larger routing tables. As the lookup traffic increases, the system with k = 4,
starts to outperform the system with k = 2. In all our experiments, the number
of lookup failures observed was negligible with respect to the amount of lookup
requests injected.
9. Concluding remarks and future work
In this paper, we presented DKS(N, k, f), a family of low communication, scal-
able and fault-tolerant infrastructures for building P2P applications. The low
communication of our infrastructures comes from the elimination of active cor-
rection, in which separate procedures are periodically run in order to maintain
routing tables.
Our design is suitable for P2P systems in which, at any time, the traffic induced
by lookup and key/value insertion is significantly higher than that induced by
join, leave and failure. Notice that this assumption implies that at any time, the
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number of lookup and key/value insertion is significantly higher than the system
size, because join, leave and failure affect the system size.
A DKS(N, k, f) can be seen as a generalization of the Chord system. Taking
k = 2 gives a system with a routing table exactly as in Chord and a lookup length
of log2(N). However, Chord uses active correction.
The design proposed in this paper is close, to some extent, to systems such
as Pastry [5] and Tapestry [7]. The main differences are that in these systems,
prefix routing and active correction are used. Furthermore, in Pastry, locality
information is exploited while in our design, it is not. However, it is worth noticing
that the idea of distributed k-ary search can be applied for prefix routing by
reconsidering the identifier space.
The DKS(N, k, f) is designed to facilitate the development of P2P applications.
This means that any DKS(N, k, f) should provide an API that supports a variety
of operations. In this paper, we have presented only the Lookup. Currently,
we are considering issues such as multicast/broadcast in DKS(N, k, f). As future
work, we will investigate heterogeneity and locality in DKS(N, k, f) networks.
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